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Episode #9. Church shooting, truck attack kill dozens in two separate
incidents in the U.S.
34 people were killed and 31 others injured in two separate incidents that happened less than a week
apart - one in New York, and the other in rural Texas. On October 31st, a man drove a rental truck down
a busy bicycle path in Manhattan, killing eight and hurting 11. Then, last Sunday, a man opened fire at a
Baptist church in Sutherland Springs, Texas, killing 26 and injuring 20.
The truck driver in Manhattan was identified as 29-year-old Sayfullo Saipov, who is from Uzbekistan and
has lived in the U.S. since 2010. A note found near the truck said Saipov acted in the name of the Islamic
State (ISIS). The shooter in Texas was identified as 26-year-old Devin Patrick Kelley, who grew up in a
town near the church. Kelley is believed to have targeted the church because members of his ex-wife’s
family worshipped there.
The political response to the two incidents largely differed by party. Following the truck attack, President
Donald Trump and other top Republicans called for an end to the Diversity Immigrant Visa Program, a
lottery system that enabled Saipov to come to the U.S. Following the shooting on Sunday, Democratic
lawmakers resumed calls for stricter gun control measures.
Chris:

Two completely senseless incidents. Two entirely different responses. After the first: Trump
called the perpetrator an ‘animal,’ and said he should get the death penalty. And after the
second? Well, the shooter had mental health issues! And, of course, it’s ‘too soon’ to talk
about gun control!

Jessica:

What did you expect, Chris? Trump’s agenda is all about national security and tougher
immigration policies. That’s what his supporters want. They don’t want stricter gun control
laws...

Chris:

But Jessica, with each incident, the response seems more and more ridiculous. After the
shooting in Las Vegas last month – which killed 58 innocent people! – it was also ‘too soon’
to discuss gun control, and we needed to wait for all the facts. But after the truck attack?
Trump and other top Republicans knew the answer right away: End the diversity visa
program!

Jessica:

Well, in the case of the church shooting, tougher gun laws might not actually have made a
difference. Kelley should not have been allowed to buy a gun because he had been convicted
of domestic assault in the past. That conviction was never entered into the database used for
background checks.

Chris:

That’s completely beside the point! What I’m saying is that when an immigrant commits a
crime, the first thing we hear is that there needs to be policy change. When there’s a mass
shooting...

Jessica:

...it’s always ‘too soon’ to politicize it.

Chris:

Yes… Unless it’s a Muslim who does the shooting. Remember the Pulse nightclub attack last
year? Trump called for action right away then – not for controlling guns, but to ban Muslims.
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